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30 APRIL 2003 
SGR NO.  2 
BY: SENATOR CHASSEE & HEBERT 
 
A RESOLUTION 
TO RECOMMEND THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF RESIDENTIAL LIFE RETURN TO A 
SEVEN-DAY MOVE-IN SCHEDULE. 
 
PARAGRAPH  1: WHEREAS, THE STUDENT SENATE HAS BEEN ESTABLISHED TO 
REPRESENT AND PROMOTE THE INTERESTS OF ITS CITIZEN 
MEMBERS, WHICH INCLUDES ACADEMIC, SOCIAL, CULTURAL, AND 
POLITICAL IDEAS, AND 
 
PARAGRAPH  2: WHEREAS, THE DEPARTMENT OF RESIDENTIAL LIFE REDUCED 
THE NUMBER OF DAYS IN WHICH RESIDENTS MAY MOVE INTO 
THEIR HALLS DURING THE FALL SEMESTERS FROM SEVEN TO FOUR 
DAYS STARTING WITH THE FALL 2001 SEMESTER, AND 
 
PARAGRAPH  3: WHEREAS, THIS SCHEDULE ADVERSELY AFFECTS THE ABILITY FOR 
RESIDENTS TO CONDUCT AFFAIRS ON CAMPUS, INCLUDING 
REGISTRATION, THUS UNDERMINING OUR ACADEMIC INTERESTS , 
AND 
 
PARAGRAPH  4: WHEREAS, THIS SCHEDULE ADVERSELY AFFECTS THE 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE COMMUNITY INSIDE THE RESIDENCE 
HALLS, THUS UNDERMINING OUR SOCIAL AND CULTURAL 
INTERESTS, AND 
 
PARAGRAPH  5: WHEREAS, THIS SCHEDULE ADVERSELY AFFECTS THE 
DEVELOPMENT OF HALL GOVERNMENTS INSIDE THE RESIDENCE 
HALLS, THUS REDUCING OUR ABILITY TO REPRESENT THE 
RESIDENTS IN CAMPUS AFFAIRS, AND 
 
PARAGRAPH  6: THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT, THE STUDENT SENATE 
URGES THE DEPARTMENT OF RESIDENTIAL LIFE TO 
RETURN TO A SEVEN-DAY MOVE-IN SCHEDULE, EFFECTIVE 
THE SEMESTER BEGINNING AUGUST 2003.  
 
PARAGRAPH  7: THIS BILL SHALL TAKE EFFECT UPON PASSAGE BY A MAJORITY OF 
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